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Abstract

Various smart applications, such as in the domain of smart construction, require the use

of artificial intelligence (AI) based services. In order to support such environments, var-

ious AI/knowledge service provider and consumer ecosystems have started to emerge.

Within such ecosystems, the goals are to improve the quality, reliability, dependabil-

ity in terms of governance and trust in the data which is exchanged among the various

actors, which must be supported by specific business models. This work introduces a

novel multi-party smart contract (SC) that is designed to address the above mentioned

goals. Specific service level agreements that illustrate the interactions among the AI

service providers and consumers are also presented. The developed multi-party SC

supports different pricing schemes, which are analyzed in detail against the goals of the

study.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Construction projects involve many complex problems falling under the broad categories construction-site management, safety at work, resources

management, waste and assets, building progress monitoring, and early (disaster) warning. Our previous work described different building use cases

that are addressed in the DECENTER1 project, particularly those involving the Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), and cloud tech-

nologies. These software services are built using virtualized computing resources offered by cloud providers, software, such as web servers, libraries

and micro-services, various digital content and the ability to align all the collected information with the building information model (BIM).2,3 Various

mechanisms are needed that facilitate the resource allocation in the context of monetization of the contributed added-value in such a business col-

laboration. Moreover, it is also necessary to assure dependability, reliability, security, quality of service (QoS), and other software properties, which

represent service level objectives (SLOs) of various service level agreements (SLAs).

The goal of this study is to address the requirements of the software engineering community for flexible and highly automated collaborative

provisioning and the use of computing resources and software services based on SLAs. This work concentrates on the analysis and implementation

of various semi-automated monetization approaches with SCs on a blockchain layer, which may underpin the software decentralized finance (DeFi)

aspect in the near future. The idea is to stimulate the collaborative provisioning of high-quality, dependable software services to the end users,

which form part of specific SLOs. Examples of the implemented possibilities for flexible SLA offers include a fixed and variable pricing model, the

time-limited and quota-based provisioning of software services, constraints-based access to services, revenue sharing in multi-party stakeholder

scenarios, and other mechanisms making it possible for an engineer to deliver software services with sufficient business flexibility. This approach

requires the development and evaluation of a new architecture that can be used to automate the process of software-services provisioning and

consumption by using flexible SLAs.

The present approach relies on recent trends in the DeFi domain. Traditional currency transactions among people and companies are often

facilitated with a central entity and controlled by third-party organizations such as banks. Bitcoin as the first decentralized digital currency was
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presented and launched as an alternative to centralized banking solutions. It is based on blockchain technology and has many benefits.4 Through

the adoption of bitcoin by the world’s population, blockchain technology has led to opportunities in many other areas, such as IoT, cloud computing

and software engineering in general. These developments have led to the launch of other dedicated cryptocurrencies—Ethereum5 as a SC ledger,

IoTa6 as an IoT-based ledger, Ripple7 as a transaction cost optimization ledger, ledgers for anonymous transactions, protocols and other blockchain

systems covering a plethora of use cases. As an example from the cloud domain, the distributed storage system StorJ8 is an alternative to commercial

storage solutions such as Amazon S3 storage, Google Drive, or Dropbox, and provides the same types of services with high encryption security and

full transparency.

In this article we propose a new architecture for flexible software-services provisioning through SLAs using SCs, which is demonstrated in an

example of a AI service for an AI video component (VC) application. The AI application is implemented as a container image (CI). We exploit the ben-

efits of blockchain as a critical component that differs from other existing solutions. In this context, SCs form part of the new architecture. They are

used to fulfill the functional requirements, such as the necessary agreements among the user and system roles, which address not only monetiza-

tion but also QoS assurance requirements. By developing solutions for several monetization use cases, we aim to cover a potentially large number

of stakeholders in accordance with their usage preferences, such as regular, occasional, demanding users. Hence, this new architecture is designed,

having in mind the requirements for dependability, transparency and various pricing-scheme approaches through the use of SCs. By implementing

the AI application on top of blockchain, it is possible to empirically compare this architecture with traditional monetization approaches in quantita-

tive and qualitative terms. The contributions of this article are: (i) a novel architecture for flexible software services for smart construction, and (ii)

the introduction of multi-party SC templates that support different SLA pricing schemes.

The common point of every building project is the unique environment, including stakeholders, that would benefit the DECENTER platform

to facilitate their process. These stakeholders strive to use application services optimally where it would be necessary to plan the smart appli-

cation(s) along with the overall planning activities for the building. Due to this requirement, our research activities also involve architects and

construction-site managers, which is elaborated further in the following sections.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 covers the background to the area. Section 3positions our work in the context of other

related works. Section 4 depicts the use cases, stakeholders, and requirements. Section 5 presents the blockchain enabling DECENTER architecture

and its implementation. Section 6 describes the implementation of the pricing schemes, including the design of the SCs, with a focus on the consensus

pricing scheme with the workflow explained in detail. Section 7presents the evaluation methodology and the quantitative results measured using

the testnet environment of the Ethereum network. Section 8 explains the significance of the obtained results. Section 9 draws the conclusions.

2 BACKGROUND

In 1991 Haber et al.9 presented the theoretical idea for the blockchain (originally named block chain) concept, on how to certify digital docu-

ments to assure tamper-proof data integrity. Blockchain is a continuously (time-based) growing, immutable list of records, called blocks, which are

linked and secured using cryptography mechanisms. Each record ordinarily contains metadata—a reference (cryptographic hash) to the previous

block, timestamp, and transaction data. Critical properties of blockchain are elevated distribution, no central authority, irreversibility, accessibility,

time-stamping, and cryptography. There are several mechanisms that help build distributed systems with such properties, which are discussed in

detail elsewhere.

The first practical attempt at blockchain technology was presented with the launch of the cryptocurrency bitcoin10 in 2009. Bitcoin’s simplicity,

the simple sending and receiving of digital assets, encouraged many researchers and blockchain enthusiasts to launch their blockchain cryptocur-

rencies. Vitalik et al.11 presented an interesting concept with the introduction of Turing complete smart contracts (SCs) that are similar to general

(notary) contracts with limited, but at the same time sufficient, functionalities to cover several different use cases. SCs can be viewed as an expres-

sion of an SLA, and represent a protocol intended to digitally facilitate, verify, and enforce the negotiation or performance by implementing arbitrary

rules. It contains exactly one constructor, functions, variables, events, and similar entities, which are used in the programming.

The Ethereum network uses the built-in, fully fledged, Turing-complete programming language solidity, which is used in this study to design and

implement SCs. The lifecycle of an SC is illustrated by following an example involving several actors.12 A developer designs a dedicated SC or uses an

existing one. Then, the SC template is deployed on an address on the production (mainnet) or development (testnet) network. Upon deployment, the

SC invokes the constructor only once, while the address owner usually has higher privileges, for example, it can destroy the deployed SC instance.

Other participants, public or determined addresses, can trigger an SC instance through the supported functions that lead to the sending of another

transaction, triggering another SC. Theoretically, ad infinitum as illustrated in Figure 1.

Blockchain and SCs are technologies underpinning the design and implementation of our new architecture, on top of which an AI service is

provisioned. To understand the monetization in the domain of cloud services we first need to understand the economic ecosystem of resources and

services deployed in the cloud. In the first place, each cloud provider must consider the total cost of ownership for the on-premises software by

considering the cost of the resources, equipment, computing and networking infrastructures and the lifespan of the services. All of these aspects

can be described as the operational and maintenance costs of the services running on demand.
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F I G U R E 1 The lifecycle of a SC with an outline of activities, actors, services, and tools

Currently, there are various special-purpose monetization services, such as the YouTube channel monetization, mobile applications advertis-

ing monetization and similar, which commonly have relatively expensive operational costs. It may be possible to implement a flexible blockchain

monetization overlay on top of cloud services, which would significantly reduce the operational costs.

When developing an SC, the software engineer has to define its publicly available functions, while at the same time address the concern of

potential attacks due to the buggy code. Since the introduction of design patterns for SCs,13 various tools have been developed for different SC

development and analysis purposes. Known SC software tools or frameworks that were explored and used for this study include: (i)Truffle Suite,14

which is an excellent development environment, and asset pipeline for blockchains using the Ethereum virtual machine (EVM), with the purpose to

facilitate the development of SCs; (ii) Zhang et al.15 presented TOWN CRIER, aiming to provide trustworthy data to SCs; (iii) Kosba et al.16 developed

HAWK, which is a decentralized SC system that enables developers to code privacy-preserving SCs; (iv) Luu et al.17 presented OYENTE, a symbolic

web tool, which discovers security bugs in Ethereum SCs; (v) Chen18 presented GasReducer, a tool that detects anti-pattern instances in deploying

and invoking SCs with recommendations to reduce the Ethereum GAS cost; (vi) Tetrix19 is an open-source tool for lowering gas costs during solidity

contract instantiation; (vii) OpenZeppelin20 is a framework of reusable SCs for Ethereum and other (EVM and eWASM) blockchains that has been

widely tested using many existing Ethereum tokens.

In this article we use some of these tools to implement several SCs supporting different pricing schemes to provide AI-based services. The new

solution is an architectural overlay that addresses the requirements of different types of end users interested in the software-services economy.

The developed architecture and its implementation are explained in detail in the following section. Following that, we proceed by elaborating the

specific SCs that were developed in the course of the study.

3 RELATED WORK

Blockchain has monetization potential, which has been demonstrated with practical applications and the latest global trends.21 The application

areas with the most potential are digital assets registry management, solving the issue of billions of “unbanked” people, long-tail personalized eco-

nomic services and payment channels concerning the creation of financial contracts executed over time. Yoo22 analyzed the potential of blockchain

technology from the global financial perspective and thus also leaning for the use case of micropayments. Ankenbrand et al.23 presented a compre-

hensive comparison between the current monetary system and blockchain. Haiss et al.24 outlined the actual operational and regulatory challenges

regarding scalability, interoperability, standards, governance and others, which should be defined by governments and financial institutes. All of

these works explore ideas from a high-level perspective and do not provide a concrete monetization approach for software services, architecture

or use cases, which is the goal of the present study.

Cloud computing is already widely adopted in all information and communication technology (ICT) environments and domains such as civil engi-

neering, for its efficiency, availability and hardware resource scalability. Cloud application architectures usually consist of a variety of sub-systems,

such as front-end and back-end platforms, cloud-based delivery and networks that address specific end-user needs and requirements. Cur-

rently, significant efforts are invested in achieving a high QoS, which must be maintained for any successful business scenario. To address the

QoS problem, some studies have focused on the design of cloud-based orchestration systems that provide the intelligent delivery of CI-based

applications across multiple cloud providers, such as a file uploading and a video conferencing application.25 Efthymiopoulou et al.26 have pro-

posed a live video-streaming architecture with a focus on dynamic resource allocation of the infrastructure. This application does not consider
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TA B L E 1 Smart application approaches in cloud-computing environments

Study

Computing

environment

Blockchain,

smart contract Implementation

Smart contract

advanced features Application areas

Hu et al.28 Cloud Yes, Yes No Multiple stakeholders Smart construction

Paščinski et al.25 Cloud No, No Yes / Video-conferencing,

file upload

Efthymiopoulou

et al.26

Cloud No, No Partial / Video-streaming

Al-Turjman27 Cloud, edge No, No Yes / IoT

Lu et al.29 Cloud Yes, Yes Yes Multiple stakeholders Product Traceability

Xia et al.30 Cloud Yes, Yes Partial Multiple stakeholders Medical data sharing

Kochovski et al.31 Fog, edge, cloud Yes, Yes Partial Smart oracles Smart construction

Present approach Fog, edge, cloud Yes, Yes Yes Multiple stakeholders,

consensus,

governance, block-time

triggered events

AI/knowledge

services in smart

construction

geolocation-based deployment of the software services to improve connectivity, such as latency or bandwidth. An adaptive routing approach, as

proposed by Al-Turjman,27 has also been proposed for cost-effective video streaming. The present study, however, is the first to investigate the needs

for monetization as well as the maintenance of a high QoS in the cloud-services economy, which employs blockchain and SCs.

Our study aims to increase the overall system reliability, dependability and robustness, when various software services are developed, engi-

neered, deployed, and operated in a highly distributed way, across multiple cloud providers, that is, across what is known as the edge-fog-cloud

computing continuum. The research idea of integrating SCs with existing AI services has been identified as a promising research direction.28 Several

highly focused studies have used blockchain technology to improve the software product traceability and quality preservation, such as the study of

Lu et al..29 The work of Xia et al.30 focused on the adoption of blockchain for trustless medical data sharing. In our earlier work we proposed a new

methodology for applying fog computing to achieve smart construction sites,31 but neglecting the integration of actual SCs. However, the overall

performance of such systems has not been addressed sufficiently, and not in the context of SCs. An attempt to integrate SCs in an existing cloud sys-

tem for VMI and CI management was presented in our Horizon 2020 ENTICE project32 as an agreement-management component for the users of

a distributed VMI and CI repository. The work presented in this article uses the various benefits of SCs to define, develop, and test various moneti-

zation strategies, which may be useful in the domain of the cloud-services economy. Lately, there are many DeFi platforms emerging that focus on a

P2P lending-and-borrowing use case (e.g., Venus protocol33 and many others).

The novelty of this study is an architecture that applies the possibilities offered by SCs in the domain of software engineering and might stimulate

flexible business collaborations when dynamically delivering software services in the area of smart construction. This new architecture is demon-

strated and tested on construction domain use cases, and the cost of such an operation is presented and compared for the various newly designed

SCs. Moreover, Table 1 aligns the present approach with other related work according to some key aspects relevant for cloud-computing platforms.

4 USE CASES

To achieve information integration for various construction-process-related requirements, it is necessary to develop a methodology that would

turn a specific construction site into a smart-and-safe construction site. This includes the setup of a specific number of cameras and sensors on

the ground, including sensors wearable by the people on the site, such as the construction workers, visitors, site managers, and on or near specific

objects, such as the building equipment, materials, waste and so forth. The DECENTER Fog Computing and Brokerage Platform makes it possible to

apply various AI methods on video streams to detect specific details and objects and use the information to issue notifications, for example, to the

construction-site engineers and managers.
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4.1 Use cases

We explored mechanisms for information gathering, fusion, and enrichment that can provide intelligence during the construction process and help

improve various aspects of the work. The collection of information related to the ongoing construction process can be useful for both time-critical

operations, such as collision detection and early-disaster warning, as well as longer-term logistic and other operations, such as ordering material,

documenting the process. We initially considered the following use cases:

1. Improve safety at work by issuing notifications to the construction-site manager. For each worker at the construction site we will determine

whether she/he wears a helmet, a working suit or safety vest and his/her location according to specific zones. In the case of a safety concern,

the supervisor will be notified. With this scenario we plan to demonstrate DECENTER’s capability to provide high QoS and fast response times

to the smart applications.

2. Construction-site surveillance for any vehicle that appears at the entrance to enter or leave the construction site. The vehicle can be identified by

type, color, and the number on the license plate. Any person who appears at the entrance to enter or leave the construction site can be identified

as a worker or a visitor. This scenarios rely on DECENTER’s capabilities:

• to select an AI method/model from a repository that is required and optimized for specific computational resources,

• to use SCs to access the AI models to support privacy preservation through data-movement-related regulations and the certification of

cloud-to-edge providers for security and reliability. These are achieved using specially designed SCs and smart oracles.

3. Management of resources, waste, and assets is a scenario that requires continuous construction-site monitoring to identify various objects and

provide possibilities to track them. For example, in the case of any changes in quantities, the construction-site management is notified. Additional

possibilities include equipment/tool detection, monitoring the quantity of waste, stock/assets on the site and similar. This scenario demonstrates

DECENTER’s capability to integrate various AI methods, which would significantly increase the possibility to monitor resources, machinery,

inventories, and material consumption.

4. Working conditions is a scenario that involves monitoring the environmental conditions of the site, such as temperature, wind, noise and a

comparison between optimal, minimal, and actual working conditions. With this scenario we intended to help maintain an optimum working con-

ditions together with environmental protection. The scenario basically demonstrates DECENTER’s capability to use various IoT sensors along

with camera-based video streams. This is due to its use of the SensiNact IoT platform34 that is embedded in DECENTER.

This work further elaborates use case no. 2, which slightly complements use case no. 1, and has been selected for initial implementation.

4.2 Actors and roles

The proposed use cases investigated might involve several actors and roles with different prior-knowledge of smart applications and services. Due

to this, one part of the evaluation of the DECENTER fog computing platform is related to its utility when its users may be other domain experts.

A smart construction site is one equipped with cameras and sensors, potentially also computational resources, such as edge nodes, either leased

or owned, that can be used to generate data and perform AI processing closer to the data sources. The implemented AI-based applications can

issue construction-process-specific messages either via onsite signalization or notifications to mobile phones and similar. The following actors could

potentially be involved:

• Construction investor/client, supervisor that may benefit from better construction-work tracking and is notified about progress or safety

breaches,

• Construction company, the goal of which is to reduce operational costs and provide a safe working environment,

• Construction site manager is a person employed by the company that coordinates the work at the site,

• Worker(s) that may benefit from working under optimum conditions and from applications for safety at work,

• Construction equipment rental/lease providers support the construction site with equipment,

• Objects: hard hats, protective vests represent equipment that should be monitored,

• AI methods: detect and recognize people and objects, and decide when to issue specific notifications based on video streams and moving objects.

Our initial list of AI methods and models can be greatly extended after an initial implementation,

• Data sources: cameras (e.g., IP or USB cameras) and sensors that are used to collect raw data.

• Any required computing infrastructure.
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It is obvious that the actual smart construction-site setup is non-trivial due to the unique requirements within each construction project.

However, DECENTER provides the ability to seamlessly integrate various cameras and IoT sensors due to its integration with SensiNact.35 The

setup process is even simpler with the introduction of multi-party SCs that enable the dynamic usage of AI services considering all the involved

stakeholders.

4.3 Requirements

The following is a summary of the key requirements that have to be addressed for the individual smart-and-safe construction use cases:

• QoS and response time of the application, since in various time-critical situations notifications must be delivered quickly,

• Switching AI methods on the same video stream so that specific information is gathered that can only be present in a certain video sequence,

• The ability to identify people at the construction site, which requires the use of specific privacy-preserving AI methods/models,

• Aggregating IoT sources that have to be positioned on the ground, for example, various sensors and cameras.

In the following we present the DECENTER Fog Computing Brokerage Platform that is specifically designed to address such requirements with

AI service provision through SCs, and may serve an advanced Science.

5 THE DECENTER FOG AND BROKERAGE PLATFORM

The DECENTER Fog Computing and Brokerage Platform integrates IoT, AI, blockchain, and cloud-computing technologies to facilitate the pro-

cess of creating smart applications, where computing resources, that is, cloud-to-edge infrastructures and IoT resources, for example, sensors and

actuators, can be orchestrated in dynamically created, federated environments.

The key innovations are the following:

• Fog computing platform to orchestrate cloud-to-edge resources, which provides QoS-aware orchestration of microservices for AI applications

based on their QoS requirements;

• Blockchain-based framework for the regulated cross-border brokerage of resources; the present study uses Ethereum testnet.

• Smarter IoT fabric, based on AI algorithms for extracting context information from IoT data;

• Hybrid decentralized AI models exploiting, which addresses the needs for data locality and time-critical aspects of the big-data problem.

In our work we focus on the blockchain-based framework based on SCs that serves as a bridge between stakeholders and AI service providers

and is described in detail in the following section.

5.1 Main DECENTER ecosystem layers

As shown in Figure 2, DECENTER’s platform is composed of four main layers: infrastructure, platform, application, and blockchain layers. The infras-

tructure layer is composed of hardware equipment such as: computing, network, storage, and IoT devices. The platform layer is composed of logical

components for the discovery, brokerage, and orchestration of resources from across the cloud-to-edge continuum. The application layer is used

to compose applications to exploit a variety of AI methods and models. The blockchain layer is composed of decentralized applications (DApps)

provided by the SC-enabling blockchains such as Ethereum.

5.1.1 Infrastructure layer

New AI applications are time-critical and thus they need to address specific QoS requirements, for example, low latency, high bandwidth, or fast com-

putations. To address such requirements, DECENTER’s infrastructure layer was designed to distribute the computing from the cloud, via the fog to

the edge. Multiple computing tiers mostly differentiate among properties, such as computing performance, network performance, and geolocation.
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F I G U R E 2 DECENTER’s platform main layers with the focus on smart contract interactions among the layers

The cloud tier is composed of data-centers offering high computing power, large storage capacities, but lower network performance. This tier

allows the utilization of private and public cloud services. In contrast to the cloud tier, the fog tier offers better network performance. The computing

resources in the Fog tier are perceived as computing resources that exist in the middle between the cloud tier and the edge tier.36 The infrastructures

from this tier are connected to the cloud tier through WAN connections or through the Internet. The edge tier is a highly distributed computing

environment, composed of low-power devices that make it possible to perform a simple computational task in close proximity to the physical devices,

that is, cameras and sensors.

Since network connectivity is crucial, it is important to establish a fail over plan. On the construction site it is reasonable to establish multi-

ple network gateways and mesh networking to minimize network failures, especially among the services that cannot communicate on premises.

For example, there are services available in the fog or edge infrastructure or specific blockchain public nodes not present at the construction-site

premises that can be accessed only through the public network. With mesh networking it is possible to maintain high network availability at the

majority of construction sites.

Edge infrastructures are chosen only upon their network connections to the sources of data (i.e., sensors). In practice one sensor can be con-

nected to only few edge nodes. An edge node is selected by using a multi-criteria decision-making process. This makes it possible to address low

power, cost-effective requirements. The DECENTER platform envisions a scenario where infrastructure providers can interact with each other

and federate their resources to provide services to users. However, DECENTER is not only about bringing advances to the infrastructure layer. It

leverages on existing hardware to deliver fog-computing capabilities.

5.1.2 Platform layer

The platform layer is placed between the infrastructure layer and the blockchain layer. The platform layer offers DECENTER multiple functionalities:

(1) Setup and manage highly distributed and heterogeneous computing environments, (2) compose cloud applications from containerized microser-

vices and define QoS requirements, (3) deployment and orchestration of applications, (4) brokerage and negotiation of resources that belong to

different administrative domains. The fog computing platform, as a pillar sub-component, is responsible for application composition, resource allo-

cation, and orchestration throughout the complete edge-to-cloud continuum. The application composition sub-layer formulates the applications in

a formal TOSCA37 specification and forwards it to the orchestrator. The orchestrator considers the current status of the available infrastructures,

triggers the decision-making algorithms38,39 and executes the orchestration process based upon the decision.
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5.1.3 Blockchain layer

The blockchain layer is placed between the platform layer and the application layer to enable blockchain technologies such as SCs among the layers.

The main purpose of the layer is the brokerage platform as a mechanism that is responsible for managing the federation of fog-computing plat-

forms across different administrative domains. In particular, the brokerage platform allows infrastructure providers to register their resources on

the blockchain, whilst users can select a resource that will satisfy their application’s QoS requirements. The process of registering and selecting

resources is performed by executing the desired pricing-scheme-based blockchain SCs.40 The interaction of SCs in the blockchain layer with other

layers depends on the SCs’ specifications and are depicted in Figure 2. The formulation of the blockchain layer, as an independent platform layer,

derives from the potential emerged blockchain technology capabilities to support interoperability between different blockchain ledgers.

5.1.4 Application layer

The application layer includes two types of entities that offer complementary functionalities: Applications and Application Services. Applications

exploiting AI methods and models using the cloud-to-things resources for the execution of well-defined business tasks that are designed by appli-

cation developers. On the other hand, application service provide some general purpose that is, not application-specific, functionalities that can be

used by different applications. For instance, feature-extraction methods from video streams, for example, to detect workers wearing safety equip-

ment, can be provided as application services. The video streams captured from the cameras are not stored in any kind of storage, because cameras

are frequently moved around the construction site. In circumstances when the storage of video streams is mandatory, due to the needs on transpar-

ent auditing, it would be most reasonable to store the video streams encrypted on an InterPlanetary file system (IPFS) storage with the reference

on the blockchain.

Application developers can make use of them to implement applications’ business logic, without the need to implement their provided

functionalities from scratch.

5.2 High-level architecture

In the following we depict the process of setting up a smart construction site with some basic functionalities provided by DECENTER’s platform

through the multi-party SCs to highlight the high-level architecture.

5.2.1 AI application design

In order to construct a specific scenario for implementation, the architect has to imagine the whole construction process and various situations.

Figure 3 depicts such situations, for example, vehicle identification, identifying people and using safety equipment, detection of harmful working

conditions, identification of objects.

In this specific scenario two actors are present: camera 1, type: static camera, attached at a height of 3.0 m, upper corner, wide-angle lens, large

depth of field, short 1/1000-s exposure, a minimum width of 20.0 m, Person 1: a construction worker carrying a protective helmet and a safety vest,

and Person 2: a site visitor, normal civilian, who does not carry any protective equipment. The camera is located on the roof of the construction site.

The camera captures the image of the whole site. Scene 1 is without moving objects, without people or moving machines. Scene 2: a construction

worker appears on the site. The worker is walking from the construction office in the direction towards the site and in the opposite direction. The

construction worker wears a safety helmet and a safety vest. The scene lasts as long as the worker is captured in a frame. In Scene 3 a visitor appears.

He is a visitor walking from the construction office towards the work site and vice versa. The visitor does not wear a safety helmet and safety vest.

The scene lasts as long as the worker is captured in a frame.

The captured data, moving images, are analyzed using AI methods (e.g., TensorFlow41). The purpose of the recognition is to identify the use

of certain prescribed safety equipment by people moving on construction sites. From the pictures we can see whether the person that appears

on the construction site wears a protective helmet and a security vest. From the learned database, we identify whether the person that appears on

the site is authorized to enter the construction site or not. In the case of the perception of an unauthorized movement a warning message is sent to

the construction-site manager.

As shown in Figure 3, the smart application uses the following components of the DECENTER platform: orchestrator, message broker, computing

infrastructures pool, and AI model repository. The backend is developed as an application-related service and blockchain is the public ledger. The

architecture outlines the workflow of the Fixed price monetization scheme that involves the end-user on a construction site that purchases the AI CI
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F I G U R E 3 High-level architecture: Application design and components interaction on a fixed-price scheme

service (step 1) for a fixed period of time. After the successful payment through the SC, all the related services are deployed (step 2a and 2b). Finally,

after the agreed time the AI CI services un-deploy and notify the end-user.

5.2.2 Role of the blockchain components

The system components and end users can interact with the public blockchain, in particular with Ethereum SCs, through the designed services

enabling Web3 and through the web-based GUI. The latter is the main entry point for the users who want to establish SLA preferences based on the

QoS requirements and the proffered pricing scheme. The web GUI connectivity with the Ethereum ecosystem is assured using the Ethereum bridge

Metamask,42 which is a browser add-on. The users interact with the DECENTER system through the Metamask, which allows SC sign interactions

(e.g., system login, AI services session agreement, AI session end request and other functionalities). In all pricing schemes, the agreement is reached

when all the involved (mandatory) parties sign the SC(s).

Blockchain components consist of a public blockchain ledger, in our case Ethereum. Due to the high transaction costs and occasionally network

congestion of the network in this article, we performed the evaluation on Binance Smart Chain (BSC) a blockchain network running SC-based appli-

cations implementing an Ethereum virtual machine (EVM). In other words, the proposed SCs can be deployed on both networks, which uses the

same access credentials (mnemonic phrase and private keys). The developed SC templates can be used to support a variety of pricing schemes, see

Section 6 for details. The distributed node infrastructure is maintained by the Ethereum and Binance community and offers a high level of distribu-

tion and availability. The main API technologies are written in the Java programming language. Hence, the core bridge to the Ethereum ledger is the

Java library ethereumj43 embedded in the core-layer API. Only those stakeholders that are registered by the SC’s creator can trigger the deployed

SC instances, that is, the DECENTER platform. Triggering executions and updates of the phases for all SCs is based on the actual content of the

Ethereum blockchain network.

Furthermore, the backend that supports the blockchain event listeners (e.g., confirmed function executions of SC instances), is a Java-based

Jersey RESTful microservice that manages the application workflow and acts as a bridge for the rest of the components. The video-streaming data is

constantly generated by the surveillance camera and it is processed in close proximity to the camera. The context of the video stream is forwarded to

the message broker, which is responsible for sending the data to the backend. The backend processes the input data and in case a person is detected

on the video, it initiates the deployment of another container that has the AI method and model that will allow the detection of safety equipment. In

order to do so, the backend: (1) retrieves the necessary container from the AI model repository; (2) triggers a SC execution on the blockchain; (3) once
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given access to the AI container, it estimates an optimal infrastructure from the computing infrastructures pool that should host the container; (4)

instructs the orchestrator (e.g., Kubernetes) on which node to deploy the new AI container; (5) instructs the orchestrator to stop the first container,

because it is not needed anymore at that time. In the case of a safety violation, the backend is also responsible for generating a notification and

sending it to the construction-site management team.

5.2.3 Application capabilities

The smart application is designed to have the following capabilities:

• Detect and alert regarding dangerous situations during construction,

• Fog objectives: edge to cloud/edge offloading and the use of SCs for resources management,

• Digital representation: such as the position of the specific workers on the floor plan,

• AI objectives: distinguish objects, and use various AI models such as for object recognition, people identification, and prediction.

Once the very basic application has been developed, it can be gradually extended to incorporate different AI methods and models. The backend

part is capable of integrating the information and based on already identified elements on the video-stream(s) to launch new AI-based microservices

for further information processing. For this reason the orchestration process relies largely on the actual information required to address the specific

scenario.

6 SMART CONTRACTS DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Following the outline of the proposed architecture, our next goal was to study different pricing schemes that can be used by the stakeholders, end

users and/or platform components (e.g., AI services) that contribute software services. We present a basic comparison between conventional and

blockchain and SCs-based pricing schemes on the Ethereum/BSC network.

To start, the key properties of the Ethereum network related to monetization were aligned with three popular FIAT payment systems: Visa,

MasterCard, and PayPal in order to analyze the feasibility. The key differences between FIAT and blockchain pricing schemes are:

• Transaction processing fee in cases of FIAT payment systems is based on the processed amount, approximately from 1.43% to 4.4%. On the other

hand, the transaction fee in the case of blockchain ledgers is based on the complexity of the transaction (e.g., SC deployment, SC function trigger,

etc.) and not on the amount of the coin/token to be transferred.

• Operational service cost is periodic in cases of FIAT payment systems. In cases of blockchain it is free in cases that the platform or merchant does

not run its own node instance.

• Advanced pricing schemes is very limited in FIAT payment systems compared to the DeFi approaches. Additionally, SC custom-defined functions

allow a higher level of transaction flexibility. For example, lock-in transaction fund refers to the actual locking of funds in the SC until certain

functional conditions have been reached to release the funds, or just fractioned funds, to the appropriate user entity. In alternative cases, these

mechanisms are executed off-chain, without direct access by the end user by trusted third party services (such as trusted smart oracles).

6.1 Pricing schemes

Following a detailed analysis of the various stakeholder needs, a variety of pricing schemes were identified for implementation using SCs. They

are based on actual usage patterns of cloud-computing resources and services. A specific problem that is addressed is the income division among

multiple parties, including cloud providers, CI deployment platforms, software service providers, monitoring services, and similar.

Figure 4 is drawn to highlight the differences between the various SCs that offer various degrees of flexibility. The AI-based service process

flow in the context blockchain-as-a-service (BaaS) is explained for the various SCs in the following.

Fixed price is a basic monetization use case. The DECENTER platform offers the usage of the AI session on demand for a price and period, both

fixed. After the DECENTER platform deploys the SC instance, the primary end user requests the AI session by triggering the respective function and

thus sending the ETH funds. Upon successful payment, the event notifies the DECENTER platform and initializes the docker container instances as

a AI session.
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F I G U R E 4 Differences in the processes of using the various SCs

Dynamic price complements the fixed-price use case and involves the same stakeholders (AI session and primary end user). Its dynamic pricing

offers higher flexibility based on the actual AI session availability. For example, it can be used when the end user knows the maximum time needed for

a video session. After an agreement is reached, the user pays the full price. The ETH funds are locked by the SC. The funds may be unlocked to allow

for extra payment, if the maximum period is reached and the video session is continued, or if the end user stops using the AI session by triggering

the SC stop function. In the unlocking phase, the actual usage time is charged—the proportional ETH funds of unused time is returned to the end

user, while the rest is sent to the AI session.

Time-limited usage refers to the use case when the primary end user agrees in advance the per-minute conversation price, buys a specific number

of AI session minutes in advance and uses them gradually for AI sessions on demand. In this use case, the DECENTER platform deploys and initializes

the SC, while the end user triggers the AI session start/stop actions through the SC function linked to an event listener in our DECENTER platform.

A typical usage scenario is a Big-Brother-like TV show and for other content provided in real-time online.

Flexible usage period offers more flexibility for the end users that cannot define the exact period when the AI session will be used. In the proposed

end user’s period, the AI session has to be either available or the deployment of the AI session has to be optimized, matching a deployment for high

QoS, which is more effective. The charging methodology follows the dynamic-price use case. It includes stakeholders who facilitate the high QoS of

the service, for example, by providing mechanisms for the fast deployment of the containerized AI session for a specified time period. The SC allows

these stakeholders to place charges for the provisioning of their specific services.

Division of income is a particular monetization process where any additional parties, besides the AI session provider and the primary end user,

participate in the provisioning of the AI session, that is, its software or hardware infrastructure or provided content. For example, one provider offers

specific AI containers, another (cloud provider) offers infrastructure and a third party offers other services, such as QoS monitoring. The division of

income is agreed upon by the parties in advance and is written at the instance of the SC, for example, the price per hour for using the specific service.

An overall advantage of this approach for the primary end user is reflected as a lower overall price of the AI session. In addition, this approach aims

to collaboratively include specific services, in the cloud or even in the fog, that do not need to be maintained in the infrastructure of the DECENTER

platform owner.

Consensus decision is an upgrade of the division-of-income use case. The consensus is reached through a democratic voting SC, similar to the

one proposed by Bragagnolo et al.44 As a result, the management of the AI session is divided among parties specialized for different infrastructure

or service aspects and thus, the AI session benefits from improved QoS, availability and overall cost reduction. The primary end user is not directly

aware of the ETH funds being distributed among the AI-enabling services, although this fact is evident from the SC instance. The distribution of ETH

funds is always performed after the usage of the AI session, when all the costs in terms of Ethers are distributed accordingly to the consensus rules

to individual involved roles.

Constraint based focuses on the legal aspects determined by the end user’s constraints. As an example, the European Union’s General Data

Protection Regulation (GDPR) compliance can be agreed by all the end users through the SC. In some cases, a geographical definition is also essential
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and should be determined by the primary end user and the DECENTER platform in advance (e.g., not all the data services are allowed to move outside

the European Union for data protection). In general, by constraint limiting, the price for the end user can change (increase or decrease) based on the

required high or not-so-high QoS, such as video-frames resolution or frames-per-second rate.

6.2 Walk-through for consensus decision smart contract

In this section we systematically describe the workflow of the consensus-decision pricing scheme SC. This use case is motivated by the needs

of transparency in the definition of agreements among the primary end user, the DECENTER platform and any third-party services through an

Ethereum SC.

The aim of the consensus-decision pricing scheme is primarily the possibility to involve the DECENTER platform and a third-party service to

determine the AI session price for the primary end user. Another important aspect follows the dynamic-price-scheme approach properties that are

summarized as increased flexibility for the primary end user, who cannot estimate the exact duration for the required AI session. In comparison to

traditional investigated pricing-scheme approaches (such as PayPal, MasterCard, and Visa), the SC approach is transparent, as it is not based on a

centralized authority, and uses the defined SCs’ functions in the solidity programming language.

The entities involved in the pricing-scheme process are: (i) the primary end user who initiates the AI session, (ii) the blockchain component that

provides the SC execution, (iii) the solution services including third-party entities, and (iv) the cloud providers that offer computing resources for

the AI application components as third-party services.

The flow of interactions between the blockchain component and the triggering entities is depicted in Figure 5. In the beginning, the primary end

user sets basic properties through the web GUI, for example, the pricing-scheme type (the consensus-decision pricing scheme SC7), the maximum

time period (one hour) and determines additional QoS preferences (e.g., preferred video quality, approximate number of participants). Based on

the primary end user’s properties, the blockchain service deploys (function deploy()) an SC instance. In the next stage third-party services register

their pricing policies (function determineStakeholdersPrice()) and on success they receive an event-based trigger StakeholderPriceNotification(). The

DECENTER platform confirms the consensus through the function consensusFinished() and sends the notification about the price of the AI session

to the web GUI. The approval for the SC pricing scheme is declared when the primary end user pays the full incentive (function payVCService()) that

triggers the AI session deployment on a cloud provider. After a successful AI session deployment the primary end user receives a unique uniform

resource locator (URL) that can be shared among the other AI service participants. Although it is common practice to share unique public URLs,

this can be additionally enhanced, for example, by registering individual participants’ addresses to obtain the AI session access. The AI session ends

automatically when the duration determined in the SC is exceeded or on demand by the primary end user (function triggerReleaseTime()) where the

return of the ETH funds to the primary end user needs to be calculated. In both cases the AI session un-deployment process is triggered and the AI CI

un-deploys and thus frees the allocated resources. Finally, the primary end user receives the notification about the successful completion of the SC.

To outline the ETH funds locking functionality it is mandatory to define some key global attributes—lock time in seconds determined by a current

block timestamp, session start time, maximum price (referred to lock time in seconds), end-user address and AI owner address. Due to the use of

block-based generation of the timestamp, the overall delay is inducted between the discrete time-generation of blocks, which is on average 15 s45

and also by the average deployment time of the AI session that is mostly affected by the cloud provider as described in the following section.

An important aspect in SC-functions management is the event triggers. In our case, after the end user triggers the payment function our DECEN-

TER platform needs to be notified as an event. An option to do that is to either develop the service with an Ethereum-based block listener (e.g., replay

filters in the web3j library) or use the Ethereum’s alarm clock service,46 which is designed to serve SC events.

A fundamental SC template that locks the ETH funds of the sender is described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Example SC function payVCService() for time-based locking of Ethereum funds in dynamic pricing scheme use case.

i n p u t data : o b j e c t p a y a b l e { addressFrom , v a l u e }

r e t u r n : Boolean s u c c e s s

/ / i n c a s e t h e ETH v a l u e d o e s n o t match t h e a g r e e d p r i c e

I F check b a s i c c o n d i t i o n s {

emit event ( s u c c e s s = f a l s e , 0 , 0 )

} ELSE {

/ / s e t t h e r e l e a s e time , a d d r e s s o f t h e s e n d e r and d e p o s i t ETHs ,

/ / w h i l e t h e l o c k T i m e S e c o n d s i s a g l o b a l a t t r i b u t e

r e l e a s e T i m e = c u r r e n t B l o c k T i m e + lockTimeSeconds ;
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b a l a n c e = b a l a n c e + v a l u e ;

globalAddressFrom = addressFrom ;

i s F i n i s h e d = f a l s e ;

emit event ( s u c c e s s = true , currentBlockTime , r e l e a s e T i m e ) ;

}

Another pillar function is the AI session-stopping (termination, un-deployment) notification that is triggered by the primary end user. After the

successful trigger, the ETH transaction to the AI session address is performed and another one to the address of the primary end user according to

the duration of the VC service.

6.3 Implementation details

The development process of SCs started with an environment setup, where we aimed to facilitate the integration of existing components by using the

Java programming language in the back-end entirely, while in the front-end we used the standard JavaScript approach that enables the integration

with the MetaMask bridge.

The development of SCs proceeded as follows: (i) For each pricing-scheme use case we prepared only one individual SC to reduce the cost of the

deployment of another SC and consequently the delay of the deployment operation. A disadvantage of this approach is the potentially decreased

scalability, which may be required when using multi-party SCs initializing new ones; (ii) The SCs specific for the AI session needed to be carefully

designed and validated (e.g., by using the Oyente SC validation tool), analyzed and evaluated at different levels, such as code pattern comparison and

simulation of actual use with multiple parties to the same SC. Besides that, the OpenZeppelin framework provided reusable tested SCs templates for

Ethereum; (iii) The initial state of all deployment addresses owned by the DECENTER platform contained 0 ETH; (iv) The implementation followed

the object-oriented programming approach, especially the inheritance of SCs, as shown in Figure 6. The actual solidity code of all the pricing-scheme

use cases is available in the BitBucket repository;47 and (v) Actual behavior of SCs had to be observed (e.g., time elapsing of individual functions, cost

estimation of operations and so on) in a main or testing Ethereum environment network as presented in Section 7.

F I G U R E 5 Sequence diagram of the consensus decision pricing scheme use case (SC7)
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F I G U R E 6 The class diagram represents SCs’ main public attributes, methods, and inheritance class relationships

7 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

The SCs were implemented on the Ethereum testnet network, for which we performed various experiments. The experimental methodology and

results are elaborated in this section.

7.1 Experimental methodology

The walk-through example of the dynamic pricing scheme SC presented in the previous section gives us an idea of the possible interactions among

the service components. Here, we analyze the designed architecture and SCs by collecting various metrics, such as the execution time and the trans-

action cost of the SCs for the involved stakeholders. We conducted a series of DECENTER platform runs using the implemented SC use cases on the

Rinkeby Ethereum testnet environment using PoA48 transaction and the more affordable BSC testnet.

The experimentation workflow is shown in Figure 7. In the SCs development phase we use a variety of tools (validate, optimize, design pattern

frameworks and others) that are described in Section 2. In the next phase, the experimental setup consists of generating testing addresses for all

stakeholders, except for the enabling services that are multiple for each role (e.g., monitoring system, orchestrator, and cloud provider). In order to

execute transactions, all the addresses need to contain ETH funds that are claimed through the so-called Authenticated Faucet.
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F I G U R E 7 Experimentation workflow for the implemented architecture and smart contracts (SCs)

The DECENTER platform life-cycle is represented with the following steps:

1. Deployment of the SC on an address accessible from a running DECENTER platform.

2. SC agreement is reached through function triggering depending on the monetization use case.

3. An actual AI session is deployed according to the SC configuration specified by the end-user (e.g., geolocation, required SLOs).

4. The AI session is terminated either when the reserved time is exceeded or on demand by the primary end user of the AI session, and thus the SC

event notifies the DECENTER platform.

5. The DECENTER platform resources are released.

This workflow allows us to obtain Ethereum-testnet-based quantitative metrics such as the execution time and the transaction cost. These

metrics can be further objectively mapped to Ethereum mainnet environment and are discussed in the following sub-section. Furthermore, we

measured the deployment time of our VC CI at cloud providers located at five different geolocations, which is an indication of a collected QoS metric.

7.2 Results

The experimental environment is based on running our own testnet Ethereum node (Rinkeby) to fully exploit the network performance. For example,

by using the common alternative Infura Web tool49 with the API-based access to the Ethereum testnet node we are not able to run observers for

blocks and confirmed or pending transactions. Since we run our own Ethereum testnet node, we can observe the updates of the ledger after the

execution of the (synchronous) transaction and at the same time observe (asynchronously) the content of the new blocks added to the blockchain,

and thus determine the end time of the transaction based on which triggers first. To integrate the SCs with other services we used the Ethereum

virtual machine (EVM) events. All the available monetization use cases (SCs) were run 10 times, and the average results are presented.

Figure 8 shows that the execution time of the transactions triggered by the stakeholders is mainly affected by their quantity, where a theoretical

minimum for each transaction is the block generation time, which is approximately 15 s. Furthermore, the deployment of SCs generally takes the

time of two blocks cycle generation to be included in the block. In the case of time-limited usage, the execution time of the end user may be affected

drastically; however, it mainly consists of triggering starting/stopping the AI session 5 times. In the stopping phase, it does not affect the QoS provided

to the end user. In the division of income and consensus decision use cases, the enabling services interact with the SCs; however, these transactions

also do not affect the provided QoS to the end users (i.e., in our illustrative case, the AI-service launching time).

Figure 9 describes the cost of the transactions using the default GAS provider. On average, the DECENTER platform transactions are the most

expensive due to the larger data size that needs to be written in the blocks (e.g., the deployment of SCs). Additionally, the transaction cost is affected

by the selection of input data and the quantity of the function attributes. In the case of the constraint-based use case, the constraints, defined as a

table of bytes (byte32), are significantly higher than the numerically defined values, such as integers. In cases when multiple different stakeholders

are interacting with the SCs (i.e., the division of income and consensus decision), the transaction costs are 8 times lower compared to the other use

cases.

After each successful monetization agreement is reached among the primary end user and the AI session, the actual deployment time of the

DECENTER platform is measured. This reflects an important aspect of the QoS of the provided AI service. The duration of the orchestration pro-

cess is a critical parameter, which is needed to calculate the actual running time of the AI session because it needs to be summed up to the time

needed to write the SC agreement into the block. Our Kubernetes orchestrator runs the service across the following infrastructure: 4 vCPUs

with hardware-accelerated CPU virtualization powered by Intel Xeon E5649 CPUs clocked at 2.53 GHz, 2 GB of RAM and 20 GB of HDD. In the

deployment experiment, we deployed the CI AI session 10 times at different geolocations, as presented in Table 2.
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F I G U R E 8 Performance results of SCs among different stakeholders on the Ethereum Rinkeby testnet environment

F I G U R E 9 Comparison of GAS cost estimation when executing multi-party SCs
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TA B L E 2 Deployment times of CI based AI session on different geolocations

Cloud name Continent Deployment time (ms)

Arnes Europe 3133

flexiOps UK 8033

GKE-EU-WEST Europe 1866

GKE-ASIA-EAST Asia 5133

GKE-US-WEST USA 2266

8 DISCUSSION

Some of our initial use-case scenarios required fast response times for time-critical operations, for example, when detecting whether a person

on the construction site, who is observed by a camera, wears a hard hat or not. Fast response times are guaranteed by DECENTER’s QoS algo-

rithms that are implemented along with a Kubernetes controller that employs an advanced MDP algorithm for cloud options ranking, formal

assurances and verification. The ability to quickly switch between the AI methods that operate on top of a specific video stream, for example,

after detecting that the person does not wear a helmet, two additional methods are started that should detect whether the person wears a

safety vest and the color of the vest. This is achieved by the DECENTER’s technology for a trustless, reliable, transparent, flexible and even

consensus- enabling brokerage of computing resources and orchestration through the proposed SCs that cover different typologies of interac-

tive entities. These services need to be deployed on demand at different geolocations to follow network-based and other requirements. Our

service providers indicate that the services may be deployed in a reasonable time for our domain, with a mean value in 4086 ms and a median

value of 3133 ms.

Furthermore, by using SCs a multi-party SLA can be set up more transparently on heterogeneous cloud architectures. The results show that in

practice it is better to have fewer functions in the SCs so as to reduce the transaction times, but on the other hand, the input data of SCs should be

pragmatically defined by using minimally required sizes of the data types and thus lowering the transaction costs.

In the experimental study, we analyzed individual pricing schemes with the intent to prove the feasibility of the proposed architec-

ture. With the introduction of a blockchain layer, the system is implemented as a distributed Ethereum node storage, and it represents a

full environment that uses SCs. The running node requires upwards of 120 GB of storage and 8 GB+ of memory. For each monetization

use case, we can determined the transaction costs for each stakeholder involved, which is significantly lower than $ 1 per transaction while

using a BSC network. The SCs can be additionally improved in the case that the SCs would be ported to alternative node layers such as

side chains. In such case the solution may also be applied to the domain of IoT, which has requirements for micro transactions and other

related domains.

9 CONCLUSION

In this article we presented an architecture for the monetization of a DECENTER platform that follows the pay-as-you-go BaaS concept. Our

approach was demonstrated using seven SCs, including ones that support multi-party stakeholders, consensus, governance and block-time triggered

events. Compared to the traditional monetization out system, this new architectural approach can offer significantly lower costs (e.g., transaction,

operational and other), even more so if using a BSC instead of an Ethereum network. Additionally, a trustless layer can be implemented by using SCs

and records of the provided QoS as evidenced by the provided example. Our study supports the conclusion that SCs are suitable for establishing

transparent mutual agreements among end users and AI services (such as video-conferencing and other video-based services) that may be expected

in the near future. This new architecture, therefore, facilitates the overall payment process without any additional third-party costs for the service

owners (such as banks, payment cards and other transaction fees).

Currently, the central paradigm with SCs is the management of the data received from outside a blockchain from the so-called smart oracles.

Smart oracles are still in their infancy. However, they hold the potential to provide the trusted data needed for the execution of SCs. As an example,

a smart-oracle-based monitoring system can provide independent QoS metrics used to renegotiate the price in cases when our DECENTER plat-

form would not be sufficient to enforce an SLA based on user stated SLOs. We intend to exploit the potential of SCs systematically to deliver a

blockchain recommender system in our future work. The purpose of the blockchain recommender system would be to facilitate the SCs’ integra-

tion in cloud-computing architectures. Moreover, the research study proposes the use of smart oracles as mechanisms for dealing with off-chain

data that can further contribute to the seamless integration of applications and their deployment in cloud-computing architectures. With such an

approach it would be possible to enable the integration of potential SCs in cloud, fog, and edge architecture.
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